
AN ANALYSIS OF THE TOPIC OF THE CURRENT COMEDY SHOW

SIENFELD

Even if you haven't seen a single episode of the NBC sitcom or know Seinfeld's impact, the spectacle of its final
episode, and TV's current.

In fact, the show comi- cally maintains that people from all social walks of life are primarily defined by their
pet peeves, social habits, and concerns. Rapid scene-shifts between plot lines bring the stories together. As
originally conceived by Seinfeld and Larry David, the show's head writer and executive producer, himself a
failed standup, Seinfeld was strictly a vehicle for its star, whose monologues were to be juxtaposed with the
fictional daily comings and goings that supplied the material for them. You go to a comedy show in the back
of a bar in New York or the back of a comic-book store in L. The dramatic universe of the comedy of manners
is a place com- prised of a multiplicity of complex rules: rules for engaging in romantic and sexual
relationships, rules for marriage, rules for friendships, rules for conducting business, rules for telling or more
aptly, not telling the truth, rules for living in the city or the countryside, rules for conducting a dinner party,
and so on. The characters combined status as thirtyish, middle-class, unattached adults, with plenty of unfet-
tered time on their hands, places them in an opportune position to expe- rience and satirize many of the social
manners that comprise a postmod- ern American civility. In the Seinfeld finale, the four main
charactersâ€”Jerry, George, Elaine, and Kramerâ€”are arrested and ultimately jailed for failing to help a
carjacking victim. This has changed, partly because American life-styles have and partly because cable and
multiple household TVs have expanded our viewing options. Northvale, NJ: Jason Aronson,  Jerry Seinfeld
defused the protestors by not letting this episode continue in syndication, as revealed in "Inside Look" on
DVD. She finds in these sitcoms about young urbanites with no apparent family or career responsibilities and
with plenty of time to just hang out and talk, a dis- turbing message about the end of work and family life, but
without offering much in the way of compensation except celebrating the trivial Rapping  Jerry and Elaine
begin to walk along the street. Probably the latter, if only because this is a show whose formula even its
creators would be hard pressed to reproduce. Seinfeld interjects itself into this debate by comically asserting
that political correctness regardless of its virtues is just another social obstacle for its characters to contend
with in their daily lives. These episodes were written by Larry Charles, the show's supervising producer and its
most prolific scriptwriter, aside from David and Seinfeld. Seinfeld, meanwhile, has been moving in
unpromising directions, beginning with a two-parter broadcast last summer in which George and Jerry find
themselves in Hollywood trying to free Kramer, who has been apprehended under suspicion of being a serial
killer. It's increasingly about itself. This season there have been continuing episodes, an odd twist for a show
whose signatures have been its sense of day-to-dayness and recurring gags that sometimes move the plot along
and sometimes don't. Bryant argues that the sitcom, while not directly addressing the anxieties of upward
social mobility, does express the inherent hopes and fears of a young, democratic American society still
apprehensive about its own social growth  Alexander admits that his interpretation of George is based in large
part on Larry David. In the show's fourth season, several episodes revolved around the narrative of Jerry and
George whose character is co-creator Larry David's alter ego pitching 'a show about nothing' based on the
everyday life of a stand-up comedian to NBC. And the ending will be shrouded in secrecy. And though the
show moved on to be much more than that, still at its core it was spending 30 minutes with Seinfeld observing
the world. Later, in an attempt to placate her incessant demands for a steady relationship, he gives her the
same damaged it has a small red dot on it white cashmere sweater that he earlier tried to give to Elaine as a
Christmas gift. And this has nothing to do with the whole p. They got the backstory. Cheers reruns that spring.
This is extremely doubtful. The show no longer contained extracts of Jerry performing stand-up
comedyâ€”Jerry had no time or energy for this with his new responsibilitiesâ€”and storylines occasionally
delved into fantasy and broad humor.


